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FOREWORD
by Mike James and Jim Eite 

It’s all about you!

Over our 42 years of operation, Exodus has built up an enviable reputation for running quality, 

adventurous and active holidays. 

Much of what we have learnt about how to deliver excellence has come from our many outstanding 

local partners. The relationship and understanding between Exodus and our partners is crucial to 

our continued success. As we continue to grow in size and range, our challenge is to ensure these 

same high standards are present across all types of trips in all countries around the world. With this 

in mind, we wanted to provide clear, written guidance for all our overseas partners that defines our 

expectations for all Exodus holidays. 

We would therefore like all our partners, both new and those who have been working with us for 

years, to embrace this guide, and in doing so, help us to continue to deliver the best adventure 

holidays in the world.

We want Exodus to ‘Set the Standard in Adventure Travel’. To us this means three things:

• knowing exactly what we want to offer 

• ensuring Exodus and our local partners are able to deliver it, and

• constantly looking for ways to do things better

We hope that you will all join us and the Exodus team in working towards this bold aim. 

Mike James, Operations Director  Jim Eite, Product Director
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 • This document details Exodus’ expectations of all local partners who provide a combination of more  

 than one of the following services: transport, accommodation, activities and tour leader.  

• This document is for use by both new and existing local partners, and contains full details of all  

 Exodus requirements.   

•  The standards and processes contained within the document should be applicable to operations   

of any size or scale, but some of the very smallest (1 or 2 employees) local partners may struggle    

to comply with all areas.

 •  Exodus expects the document to be read by general managers, purchasing or contracting managers and 

operations managers. 

New partners  New Exodus partners should read in full, review each point as summarised in the 

Requirements and expectations checklist, and explain to Exodus where the guidelines 

may be difficult to achieve.

Existing partners  Existing Exodus partners should read in full, but are asked to take particular note  

of sections 4, 5 and 6, and should discuss with Exodus all areas where the guidelines 

may be difficult to achieve. 

Through this document you will find two different prefixes to statements made about Exodus’ standards.  

These are: 

Exodus requires…  signifies an obligation that Exodus sets as a minimum standard for all partners. 

Any deviation could be considered a breach of contract, unless there is clear justification.

Exodus expects…  signifies a course of action that is clearly expected by Exodus in all or most 

circumstances. 

Requirements and expectations checklist summarises all these obligations in a table for quick reference.

  At various points in this document there are references to Supporting Documents.  

  They are all easily accessible from the Exodus website and form a key part of the  

  Exodus operational guidelines. 

 •  To access these documents please go to: www.exodus.co.uk/operators. A user name and password 

may be required. 

 •  For all queries regarding Supporting Documents, please contact the Operational Quality team by emailing 

OQ@exodus.co.uk

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT

Who is it  
aimed at?

What actions 
should be 

taken?

Key points on 
interpretation

Where are the 
‘Supporting 

Documents’?
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Exodus is the original adventure and activity holiday company with over 42 years’ experience. Exodus 

enjoys a strong reputation for its exciting product range and itineraries. Exodus has a broad appeal, from 

experienced travellers looking for active and demanding itineraries, through to those who want to travel at 

a more leisurely pace.

Key facts about Exodus:

 •  Exodus was founded in 1974, making Exodus the longest established major adventure travel company in 

the UK

 • Exodus is based in London with over 140 permanent staff

 •  Exodus is part of Travelopia, a collection of specialist travel companies primarily operating out of the UK and 

North America

 • Exodus operates around 500 trips in more than 90 countries on all 7 continents

 • Exodus has global sales outlets for all English speaking markets, but predominantly sells directly to UK clients

 •  Exodus is known for its specialist activities within adventure travel, including walking and trekking, cycling, 

winter activities and wildlife holidays. 

Purpose
We believe the world is full of amazing and unmissable adventures and experiences that are worth discovering. 

Our purpose is to help people see the world differently, try something new, achieve personal goals, and learn 

more about our planet, while supporting the communities and environments we visit. 

Values

Objective
Operate a sustainable and growing business that will benefit:

 • Our customers – ensuring they get an experience they value

 • The communities we visit – enabling them to benefit from our operations

 • The environments we visit – preserving or improving them for future generations

 • Our team – providing them with a fulfilling job in a positive working environment

 • Exodus was founded on 4th February 1974 as an overland travel company, when two friends operated  

  a pioneering journey to the Minaret of Jam in Afghanistan

 •  In over 42 years of operation, Exodus has run trips to 136 different countries. From Afghanistan, Albania and 

Algeria, to Zaire (as it was called then), Zambia and Zimbabwe.

 •  Exodus now carries over 30,000 customers per year and an estimated total of 400,000 people have 

travelled with Exodus since the first trip.

 •  Exodus has changed a huge amount since the exciting early days, but the key principles of exploration and 

adventure still apply.

1 ABOUT EXODUS 
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1.1.1
Quick

overview

1.1.2 
Exodus values

1.1.3
Exodus  history

1.1 About the company

Passion Respect Integrity Diversity Expertise
We are 
passionate about 
our company, 
our products, our 
customers and 
our team.

We operate in 
a way that is 
respectful towards 
the places we 
visit and the 
communities there.

We always 
conduct our 
relationships – 
both internal and 
external – with 
integrity.

Diversity enriches 
our world; we are 
committed to 
promoting and 
celebrating it.

We take part, 
research, and gather 
feedback to ensure 
we are experts 
in our field.
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1.1 About the company
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1.1.4
Our travel 

philosophy

1.1.5
Customer 

Service

1.1.6
Responsible 

Tourism

Exodus runs trips that see behind the tourist façade and provides experiences that other visitors may not normally 

access. Where possible we use accommodation with character, a variety of transport options, local leaders, and 

we maximise interaction with the local population and their way of life.

The key to offering this type of travel is small group and therefore our average maximum group size is 16. Smaller 

group sizes minimise any strain on local resources and the impact on local populations, thus ensuring we travel in 

a sustainable way.

Good customer service is at the heart of the Exodus experience – whilst booking, pre-travel, on the holiday itself 

and after the trip. 

Exodus is proud to work to a Customer Charter. The Charter outlines our promises to our clients at every stage of 

their experience with Exodus. Below is shown our promise in relation to the holiday itself:

On your holiday we promise to:

 • Deliver the holiday we said we would; we will meet or exceed your expectations

 • Provide a Leader who will inform, inspire and share your passion for travel

 • Ensure the safety of all our clients, whilst maintaining a spirit of adventure

 • Operate our holidays responsibly, sensitively and respectfully

 • Give something back through our projects and to our host communities

Responsible Tourism is a core value of Exodus’ business and ethos. Exodus believes that tourism can be a force 

for good when sensible and sustainable practices are followed. Exodus has a responsibility to ensure that the 

positive impacts of tourism are maximised while negative impacts are minimised. 

Exodus follows three simple guiding principles:

 • We should ensure that communities benefit from our visit

 • We should ensure that we do what we can to protect the environments we visit

 • We have a responsibility to educate and provide guidance to our travellers

These guiding principles are backed up by the Responsible Tourism Minimum Standards contained within the 

supplier contract agreement. Compliance with the Minimum Standards is an obligation for all Exodus suppliers 

and Exodus expects that the design and delivery of the trips should align with these guiding principles. Exodus 

also believes in giving something back and has supported many grassroots projects around the world related 

to community development and conservation initiatives as well as providing emergency relief as a response to 

natural disasters. 

  Supporting Document Supplier Contract.

https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Exodus_Supplier_Agreement_1_year_2017.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Exodus_Supplier_Agreement_1_year_2017.pdf
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1.2 About our trips 

1.2.1
Exodus  

product range

1.2.2
Activity 

Level

On an annual basis, Exodus offers around 500 different itineraries and the latest selection of holidays can be 

found on our website www.exodus.co.uk. The key programmes are as follows:

Exodus Programmes

Discovery & Adventure. Features well-known adventure travel destinations and more off-the-beaten track 

trips. Most itineraries include sightseeing, cultural experiences and some gentle activity. 

Walking & Trekking. Walks and treks in all of the world’s major mountain ranges from the classics such as 

Mont Blanc, Everest Basecamp, Kilimanjaro and the Inca Trail to more remote mountain ranges. 

Cycling. Road and off-road rides around the world which, apart from our self-guided programme, have vehicle 

support and are fully guided. 

Winter. Offering unspoilt locations and a variety of snow-based activities including snowshoeing, cross-country 

skiing, dog sledding and mixed activity weeks. 

Family Adventures. A selection of our most popular destinations tailored to suit families. Minimum ages vary, 

but often start between 5 and 8 years. 

Wildlife & Polar. A collection of trips that feature wildlife viewing as a major element. Also includes our polar 

voyages programme.

Small groups

Exodus group tours are all ‘small group’ holidays with group sizes of usually 20 or less, and a normal maximum 

group size of 16 persons. 

Private Adventures

Exodus also operates Private Adventures where the departure date is not on general sale to the public and the 

group size is therefore dictated by the booking itself. These vary from 2 to over 20 persons. 

All Exodus holidays are categorised for difficulty to assist our clients in choosing a holiday that suits their ability, 

experience and the level of challenge required. The 1 to 9 Activity Level scale replaces our previously used A to E 

Grades. More detail on the definition of each level can be found on the Exodus website at 

www.exodus.co.uk/activity-levels.

Activity Levels

Activity Level Description Grade Pre-2013

1 Leisurely A

2 Leisurely/Moderate A/B

3 Moderate B

4 Moderate/Challenging B/C

5 Challenging C

6 Challenging/Tough C/D

7 Tough D

8 Tough/Tough Plus D/E

9 Tough Plus E

1
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1.3 About our customers
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1.3.1
Customer  

specifics

1.3.2
Customer 

expectations

1.3.3
Customer 

booking 
patterns

Nationality. Most Exodus clients are from the UK (75%); other clients come from Ireland (Eire), Canada, USA, 

Australia, New Zealand and all across Europe. 

Age range. Expect a wide age range from late 20s to mid-70s. The average age across all Exodus trips is 50 

years. In general, cheaper and more active trips have younger average ages, while more cultural, expensive and 

esoteric trips have older average ages. 

Couples. Just under half of Exodus clients travel alone, with a similar proportion travelling in couples. A small 

percentage travel as a group of three or more.

Professions. Exodus clients generally come from middle or higher income professions. Many clients are 

educated to a university level and are already well-travelled.

An understanding of our customers and their expectations should assist both local managers  

and leaders.

Exodus customers normally expect:
 • To be kept fully informed of plans and schedules at all times, and of any factors affecting the itinerary

 •  Occasional last minute changes or disappointments as long as the ‘reason for’ and ‘impact of’ the changes 

is fully explained and clearly justified

 •  To be offered the freedom to do their own thing as appropriate, but with clear information about the options 

available so free time is not wasted time

 • Not to feel ‘ripped-off’ by over-priced or ‘over-touristy’ experiences

 •  A certain level of risk involved in adventurous travel, but that their safety will be cared for, while not feeling 

overly controlled

 • To be given an in-depth understanding of a country without feeling like they are on an educational tour

 • The leader to be adaptable, flexible and able to solve problem.

 •  The leader’s sole motivation should be to make the best holiday experience for the customers and not any 

other personal or company priorities

Where the bookings come from. Approximately 80% of Exodus customers booked directly with Exodus, and 

20% through travel agents. 86% book in the UK, and 14 % from overseas, via two Exodus sales offices in Toronto 

and Melbourne, or via overseas agents. 

With or without flights? 60% of customers who book take a ‘flight inclusive’ (FI) package which includes 

return flights from London or regional airports around the UK. Of those who purchase flights, most prefer to join 

the group flight, but some travel on alternative routes or airlines for a variety of reasons.  Customers who do not 

book flights through Exodus and whose arrangements start and end in the destination are known as ‘land only‘ 

customers (LO).

When customers book. The figures vary significantly according to destination and the cost of the holiday, but 

overall figures average as follows: 

 • 25% of bookings are made 6 months or more before travel

 • 60% of bookings are made between 6 months and 2 months before travel

 • 15% of bookings are made within 2 months of travel

Customer loyalty. Exodus has a high level of repeat custom: 

 • Approximately 60% of bookers are previous travellers

 • With 45% having travelled at least once in the last 5 years

 • 500 active customers have travelled more than 10 times with Exodus in their lifetime 

 •  Exodus rewards customer loyalty with a discount scheme, offering 5% off all future bookings for 1 time 

travellers, and 10% off all future bookings for 6 time travellers.
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2 DELIVERING THE RIGHT PRODUCT 

Exodus must offer well priced trips to continue to grow in a competitive market. Exodus requires all partners to 

price their services in a way which guarantees the quality requirements shown in this document, whilst enabling 

Exodus to arrive at an attractive selling price. 

Exodus also expects its partners to understand the nature of the market we are selling in, and to help us provide 

itineraries that are more attractive than those of our competitors wherever possible in terms of both price and 

content. 

Exodus and our customers expect great care to have been taken in the preparation and running of Exodus 

holidays. Exodus therefore requires all holidays to be thoroughly planned, tested and fine-tuned.

 • New trips. Exodus requires new itineraries to be tested or evaluated by an appropriately skilled manager 

or leader before operation. Partners must choose the most appropriate leader for thefirst departure of a new 

trip and that leader should be fully briefed by managers

 •  Existing trips. Existing holidays should improve through feedback and fine tuning using an established 

quality management system involving customer feedback, leader feedback and detailed management 

understanding 

 • All Exodus trips should reflect the Exodus Travel Philosophy, as explained in section 1.1.4.

It is Exodus’ stated aim to ‘Set the Standard in Adventure Travel’. This can only be done by constantly improving 

the customer experience on our trips. Improvements can be featured in sales literature as a Unique Selling 

Point or delivered as an unexpected bonus on the trip. But however they are presented, they need to be agreed 

and contracted as part of the product features and delivered on a consistent basis. Examples of successful 

improvements are: 

 • Providing a designed, branded and printed handout for customers to help them explore a key city on the  

  itinerary 

 • Upgrading camp stools to chairs for camping trips

Exodus therefore expects its local partners to consider and propose options wherever they see opportunities. Even 

if this leads to extra costs that may seem larger than normal, proposals should be provided for Exodus to consider. 

Exodus requires local partners (as confirmed in the supplier contract) to: 

 •  Provide Exodus with clear information regarding the itinerary, inclusions and services and where possible, 

with well written descriptions for use in the Trip Notes

 •  Check all information shown in the brochure, website and Trip Notes and confirm they are accurate prior to 

publication

 •  Advise Exodus of any changes, amendments or updates during the year

 •  Ensure that Tour Leaders carry the Trip Notes and follow the itinerary shown during the trip

Our local partners will be sent Trip Notes to proof prior to their publication. If for any reason these are not sent, 

Exodus expects our local partners to request them in order to check their accuracy.

2.1 General product requirements

2.1.1
Well priced 

and attractive 
itineraries

2.1.3
Service 

innovation and 
upgrades

2.1.2
Well planned 

and finely-
tuned 

itineraries

2.1.4
Accurate 

customer 
information
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2.1 General product requirements
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2.1.5
Operational 

branding

It is important that all Exodus holidays look and feel like Exodus holidays, even though they may be operated by 

different local partners. Exodus has produced a guide to our branding requirements which Exodus expects all 

local partners to follow:

 •  Exodus has some simple standard Operational Branding requirements for all partners

 • Exodus also makes extra demands of higher volume partners as to the level of branding expected

 •  Operational Branding is an obligation outlined in the contract, and therefore the cost is generally borne by the 

partners

 •  The ‘Operational Branding Requirements for Local Partners’ resource contains all relevant information, as well 

as templates and logos for local production of all items

 • Exodus has a stock of items produced in the UK that can be purchased from Exodus at cost price.

  Supporting Document: Overseas Branding Guidelines for Local Operators

Exodus uses a wide range of measures, protocols and best practice to operate our trips in the most responsible 

manner, however our key Responsible Tourism operational principles are explained below. Exodus requires local 

operators to use these as guidance when designing and delivering Exodus trips, and ensure that clients are aware 

of the ways in which Responsible Tourism is built into the itinerary. While each country or location will be different, 

some examples are shown below.

 1.  We should ensure that communities benefit from our visit.
Examples include:

 • Using locally owned accommodation, restaurants and transport providers

 • Employing local leaders and local specialist guides

 • Including visits to small handicraft vendors rather than large emporiums

 • Supporting community projects, social enterprises  and cooperatives  by including them in the itinerary

2. We should ensure that we do what we can to protect the environments we visit.

Examples include:

 •  Ensuring a robust system of waste disposal and taking steps to minimise waste e.g. plastic water bottles  

and bags

 • Promoting careful water consumption where resources are scarce

 • Limiting group sizes in fragile environments 

 •  Ensuring vehicle size and fuel type is appropriate for the environment

3. We have a responsibility to educate and provide guidance to our travellers.
Examples include:

 • Providing guidelines for the protection of children, animals and/or environment

 •  Ensuring groups are clearly briefed about local cultural expectations and moderate their behaviour 

accordingly (dress code, consumption of alcohol and other social etiquette)

 • Supporting events that preserve authentic local cultures and avoiding manufactured cultural experiences

 • Offering advice on responsible purchasing of souvenirs

 Leader briefing.
Exodus expects these key operational principles to be discussed in the initial Leader briefing to ensure that 

clients learn about the importance of Responsible Tourism to Exodus. It is also expected that the above principles 

are used in the explanation so that Leaders demonstrate ‘Responsible Tourism in action’ on their trip. Clients 

should be reminded of how their itinerary is contributing positively, as well as the steps that are being taken to 

reduce negative impacts.

2.1.6
Responsible 

Tourism  
in action

https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Overseas_Branding_Guidelines.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Overseas_Branding_Guidelines.pdf
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2.2 Specific product requirements

2.2.1
Accommodation
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Exodus holidays usually put the overall experience before the specific choice of accommodation, but the 

accommodation needs to be carefully chosen to maximise the customer experience whilst maintaining  

a competitive price. 

Choice of accommodation

The following factors should be considered when choosing accommodation: 

Location. A good location can be a real selling point and a poor location can be a disappointment. Where there is 

somewhere to explore, Exodus expects accommodation to be within walking distance (or a short taxi ride).

Character. Where there is a choice, we prefer smaller accommodation with character. This might be due to 

traditional local design or be because it is managed and hosted by a local family. 

Star rating and price. Star ratings are not essential to Exodus in their own right, but they are a recognised mark 

of overall quality. In general Exodus uses 3 or 4-star hotels, whilst in some locations, Exodus is happy to use lower 

rated accommodation if it provides an acceptable level of comfort or experience.

Facilities. En suite bathrooms should be provided wherever possible, along with air conditioning in hot 

countries. Other room facilities (TV, minibar etc) are not important. General hotel facilities like swimming pools 

can be useful selling points. Customers will only expect luggage porterage if the hotel layout makes it especially 

inconvenient.

Non-hotel accommodation - camping, homestays, mountain huts etc. Exodus are happy to use non-

hotel accommodation where it compliments or enhances the itinerary, or where it is the only option available. 

Any use of such accommodation should be highlighted at the quoting stage, so it can be clearly explained in the 

Trip Notes.

Premium accommodation

Exodus sells a selection of holidays (or departures) as Premium Adventures. On these trips Exodus expects the 

accommodation provided to be as follows: that the accommodation enhances the customer experience; that 

the accommodation should deliver a good level of comfort and service (normally minimum of 4 star); that the 

accommodation has significant character (i.e. avoiding large business or chain hotels) and that it represents good 

value for money. The Premium Adventures rating will normally only be added where all nights of the itinerary 

meet the above requirements.  

Other important accommodation requirements

Twin Share. Exodus operates all its trips (apart from on self-guided holidays and on some extensions) on a 

Twin Share basis. This means that customers booking alone will be allocated a twin room with another member 

of the group of the same sex. Where there is an uneven number of single persons of either sex, the unmatched 

individuals must be provided with a single room. Under no circumstances should an unmatched male and an 

unmatched female be asked to share. Under no circumstances should two people in a Twin Share be asked to 

share a double bed. 

Optional single rooms. Customers who wish to, can pay an optional single supplement to guarantee a single 

room. Where a variety of accommodation is used and single rooms cannot be provided for all nights, this must be 

clearly explained so it can be shown in the Trip Notes. Where single rooms are required for both customers who 

have paid for a single room, and for customers for whom there is no twin-share option and have not paid for  

a single - the paying single should be given the better room. 

Room allocations. Exodus expects local partners to hold an appropriate allocation of rooms for all planned 

dates for any itinerary. This allocation should be able to accommodate the maximum group size and should have 

a mixture of single and double occupancy rooms. 

Confirming and changing accommodation arrangements. In most cases, Exodus does not publish the 

names of specific hotels and does not require the names of hotels to be provided for each night or any tour, 

unless specifically requested. The name of the start hotel or any pre-tour hotel will be included on customer 

booking documentation, and Exodus expects to be notified about any changes at least 6 weeks in advance of 

travel. Where accommodation is named in the brochure or Trip Notes as a selling point, at least 8-weeks notice is 

expected, along with a valid reason for the change.

Health and safety requirements. See Health and Safety audits in section 3.3.5 p.14.
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The following factors should be considered when choosing transport: 

Road

 Exodus requires the following standards when contracting road transport:

 •  To be of an appropriate size for the whole group to travel comfortably with hand luggage. On larger vehicles 

(more than 12 seats) this will normally mean having at least 1 spare seat

 •  All road transport must have fully accessible and functioning seatbelts on all seats, as specified in our safety 

minimum standards

 • For some short transfers, more than 1 Exodus group can share a vehicle

 • Local public buses should not be used unless clearly specified in the quote and itinerary 

Off-road

Details of safari or overland vehicles should be clearly shown at the quoting stage, and changes should not be made 

without prior discussion with Exodus. Extra care should be taken in relation to vehicle spares and maintenance, 

access to viewing space and luggage transportation and storage. 

Train

Seats should always be pre-booked and overnight journeys should as far as possible be done in appropriate 

sleeper accommodation that keeps the group separate from other travellers. 

Boat

Boat transport can be on private charter boats or public ferries. 

On any public transport, care should be taken to provide appropriate luggage porterage. Exodus clients do not 

expect to carry their bags for a significant distance, unless this is explained in the Trip Notes. 

Health and Safety requirements

Exodus requires that all transport is arranged in compliance with the Health and Safety guidelines on transport 

as shown in the Customer Health and Safety Minimum Standards  in section 3.3.1 p.14.

Whether it is included in the cost or left to customers to purchase themselves, Exodus need to ensure that eating 

requirements are well catered for and that food is a highlight of the holiday for customers. Exodus requires that:

 • Individual dietary requirements are catered for

 • The choice of menu is interesting, local, varied and nutritional

 •  Food is prepared with good hygiene standards and that where concerns of poor hygiene are raised action 

is taken

The requirement applies to:  

 •  Food provided as part of the trip, either prepared by local operator staff (on camping trips) or included meals 

organised by the local operator

 • Meals not included, but where the venue is chosen by the local operator or leader

Finding the right balance of activities and excursions is key to creating a fulfilling travel experience. The choice of 

services, and the way they are included in the trip should follow the Exodus Travel Philosophy. Decisions about 

which activities to include in the itinerary will be made at the product design stage in conjunction with the Exodus 

product team. Key points to consider are:

 • Ensure that no highlights are missed

 • Aim to include a mix of experiences, not to just tick off the tourist highlights 

 •  Try to visit the highlights differently, eg: time of day, different entrance or back route, include less visited areas, 

consider different types of transport (city tour, on foot or in a rickshaw) 

 •  Ensure the guiding style is informative but relaxed. Information should be passed on as if it was one friend to 

another, rather than as a lecture

 •  High risk activities should only be recommended (whether included or optional) in line with the guidelines 

shown in Customer Health and Safety section 3.3.6 p.15

2.2 Specific product requirements
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2.2 Specific product requirements
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 • All tours have a designated Local Joining Point. In nearly all cases this is the first night’s hotel, but  

 in some cases it can be the airport, or another location. 

 •  For customers joining locally, Exodus will provide information about how to reach the Local Joining Point 

and will ask our local operators to provide this detail. Exodus requires local partners or the Tour Leader to 

provide written information at the Local Joining Point advising customers where and when to join the main 

party.

 •  The ‘Flight Inclusive’ price of an Exodus holiday includes the cost of a return airport transfer for the group 

flight only. Customers not arriving on the group flight may choose to join the group transfer (if their flight 

lands beforehand), book a private transfer, or make their own way to the ‘Local Joining Point’. 

Exodus produces a number of documents which act as policies, guidelines or manuals for specific types of trip. 

Exodus requires local partners to refer to and follow the appropriate documents when creating and operating 

these types of Exodus holidays. The most up to date documents are all held in the Operator Webpages section of 

the Exodus website. Notification of updates or new releases will be automatically sent to all applicable partners.
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Exodus requires local partners to have a nominated process or person responsible for quality control on Exodus 

trips. This person should actively look for ways to improve Exodus trips and the customer experience. 

Exodus expects each supplier to have a system of gathering leader feedback from every trip, giving the leader 

an opportunity to report problems, suggest improvements, or to report Health and Safety issues. Standard Trip 

Report Forms are available on both the Leaders and Operators webpages of the Exodus website. 

While the primary method of collecting customer feedback on all Exodus trips must be the Exodus Holiday 

Evaluation Forms (HEF), Exodus is happy for local operators use their own local paper questionnaires, as long 

as certain criteria are met:

 •  The questionnaire must start with a mention of HEFs and the leader must encourage clients to complete 

them as the main method of feedback

 •  The local operator must actively analyse their local questionnaires straight after each trip and take immediate 

actions for the improvement of future departures when required 

 •  The questions should be different from the HEF questions and where possible should be more specific about 

each part of the trip e.g. to allow customers to rate each hotel

Exodus gathers, analyses and shares customer feedback through the Holiday Evaluation Form process. 

Gathering feedback

 •  A few days before the end of each trip, Exodus sends an email to all customers for whom an email address 

is held.  The email includes a link to a survey with 20 questions, split into three sections: the booking process; 

the trip overall; and specific parts of the trip

 •  Most of the questions ask customers to rate the service as a score out of 5. All questions offer a comments 

box for customers to elaborate on their score

 •  To ensure a high response rate Exodus requires all Tour Leaders to explain the importance of the Holiday 

Evaluation Form procedure in their end of trip briefing and to hand out a HEF Reminder Card to each customer

 • The response rate is currently 60% of customers who travel in any year

 •  Two weeks after the end date of each trip, all responses received for that departure are collated into  

a Single Trip Report

Sharing and analysing feedback

 •  The Single Trip Report shows the separate scores given by each respondent and an average across all 

respondents. The average is then colour coded to show if it broadly falls above, around or below Exodus 

expectations. All customer comments are also shown on the report. 

 •  Exodus product managers will normally send on each HEF report in the week it is created to share the results 

with the local partner. 

 •  Where a score or a customer comment is concerning, the issue should be discussed, a conclusion drawn and, 

as needed, action taken to ensure improvements for the future. 

 •  Where customer scores are regularly falling below expectations, Exodus will work with local partners to find 

solutions. Exodus will set short or medium term targets for improvement, with the appropriate actions. 

 •  Exodus will also use the HEF reports to analyse trips or suppliers on a seasonal or annual basis to help 

product planning and product improvement. 

3 ORGANISATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Quality control systems
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Where a customer raises a particular concern or complaint before, during or, most commonly, after their holiday, we 

refer the correspondence to Exodus’ Customer Services department. Exodus takes pride in offering thorough and 

detailed responses to all customer comments, criticisms or complaints. Exodus requires full, careful and timely 

cooperation from all our local partners and where required, action to be taken to avoid further occurrence of similar 

complaints. 

Exodus provides all customers the opportunity to post a review of their trip on the Exodus website. This helps 

other travellers choose the appropriate trip for themselves and acts as a powerful endorsement. Exodus’ 

partners should take a keen and active interest in the number and quality of reviews shown on their trips.

Customers are asked 4 questions and to give the trip a star rating out of 5. All reviews, whatever the star rating, 

are then shown on the appropriate trip page. Reviews are posted unedited by Exodus, but Exodus may choose 

not to show a review that contains defamatory statements or that might have a bearing on an ongoing legal 

dispute. Where a poor review is posted, Exodus usually post a comment in response to the issues raised. 

Exodus expects all Tour Leaders to actively encourage customers to complete a web review. 

3.1 Quality control systems
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3.2 Tour leaders
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Exodus recognises that the most important individual in the success or failure of any Exodus holiday is the Tour 

Leader. As most Exodus leaders are not directly employed by Exodus, it is especially important to be very clear 

about our expectations of this role. 

Online Leader Induction Module

Exodus requires all Tour Leaders to complete the online Leader Induction Module before leading their first 

Exodus trip. The module contains a number of mini-modules with a pass or fail test at the end. The Leader 

Induction Module can be accessed via the Leader Webpages on the Exodus website at  

www.exodus.co.uk/leaders 

Leader Handbook 

The Leader Handbook contains detailed guidance on our expectations of Tour Leaders, mandatory and 

preferred processes and any relevant forms leaders may need to use while running an Exodus trip. Exodus 

requires all leaders to have read this manual, to carry a copy and to refer to it where necessary. 

  Supporting Document Exodus Leader Handbook

Leader Paperwork 

Exodus has produced a standard set of leader paperwork and requires all leaders to use this on all trips. The 

set includes welcome notices, insurance details records and leader contact cards. Copies of all documents and 

explanations are held on both the leader and operator webpages. A summary document provides an overview 

and links to each document. 

  Supporting Document Exodus Standard Leader Paperwork Summary

Minimum skills requirements for all leaders

All Exodus leaders are required to have the following skills and training before they begin leading for Exodus:

 •  An excellent command of English

 •  Appropriate professional qualifications to be employed in the tour leading or guiding profession where 

applicable

 •  First aid training according to the Exodus First Aid Policy

  Supporting Document Exodus First Aid Policy

New leader training

Exodus requires local partners to have a standard training programme for new leaders, which  

should include: 

 • Completion of the Exodus Online Leader Induction Module 

 • At least one full training trip, shadowing an experienced leader 

 • Office based briefings or training according to a set schedule

 •  Detailed review after 1st and 2nd trips as sole leader, with approval systems for ongoing management of 

leader performance

Existing leader training

Exodus expects local partners to run annual training sessions where new procedures are discussed, or areas of 

weakness are addressed. It can be useful for newer and more experienced leaders to share skills and ideas..

https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/leaders_docs/Exodus_Leader_Handbook_2014.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/leaders_docs/Exodus_Standard_Leader_Paperwork-Summary.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Exodus_First_Aid_Policy.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/leaders_docs/Exodus_Leader_Handbook_2014.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/leaders_docs/Exodus_Standard_Leader_Paperwork-Summary.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Exodus_First_Aid_Policy.pdf
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Exodus expects local partners with more than five full time leaders to propose and agree a small pool of 

leaders to (as far as possible) run all Exodus trips. The names of these leaders should be sent to Exodus at the 

start of the year. Using just a select group of leaders should mean that:

 • Leaders will gain a more detailed understanding of Exodus trips and Exodus clients

 • Leader loyalty to the brand increases

 • Training can be more targeted, feedback can be monitored and high performing leaders can be rewarded

Exodus will normally ask for the leader name to be supplied at least 4 weeks in advance of departure.  

This process will be done online so that changes can be made by local partners as needed.

Exodus has produced a standard set of leader paperwork and requires all leaders to use this on all trips. The 

set includes welcome notices, insurance details recordsand leader contact cards. copies of all documents and 

explanations are held on both the leader and operator webpages. A summary document provides an overview 

and links to each document.

  Supprting Document Exodus Standard Leader Paperwork Summary 

 •  Exodus expects local partners to have a leader performance management method based on customer 

feedback from the Exodus HEFs.

 •  The HEF survey includes a question on leader performance where customers are asked to score the leader 

on 5 different criteria. Scores are then shared with the local operator as above.

 •  Exodus expects local partners to actively use the feedback to maintain high levels of customer satisfaction 

with their leaders. This will involve sharing all feedback with each leader and may involve changing leaders for 

future trips, setting new performance targets or scheduling high performing leaders more frequently. 

 •  Exodus may require local operators to remove certain leaders from future Exodus work where they have 

fallen below Exodus expectations.

3.2 Tour Leaders
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https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/leaders_docs/Exodus_Standard_Leader_Paperwork-Summary.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/leaders_docs/Exodus_Standard_Leader_Paperwork-Summary.pdf
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Exodus has produced a set of Health and Safety Minimum Standards that are part of the standard supplier 

contract, and we require our local partners to comply with these. Local partners must inform Exodus about 

any areas where they cannot comply and any agreement to accept different standards can only be made by 

Exodus’ Operations Director. Exodus is confident that for any diligent partner, complying with these standards 

will involve little extra work and believe they are both practical and reasonable. 

     Supporting Documents (i) Supplier Contract, 
              (ii) Exodus Minimum Standards for Clients Health and Safety

Exodus requires a named member of staff to be in charge of Customer Health and Safety within our local 

partners. That person should have a clear understanding of their role and all appropriate procedures in relation 

to Health and Safety. All staff (including leaders, operational staff and managers) and customers should be 

encouraged to report Health and Safety concerns. Any concern reported should be logged and followed up by 

the person with Health and Safety responsibility within the organisation. Where an issue is recurring or cannot be 

solved easily, Exodus must be notified.

The Trip Risk Assessment is an integral part of Exodus’ Customer Health and Safety procedure and 

Exodus relies on our local partners’ co-operation to ensure that they are robust and accurate documents and that 

they serve the purpose they are designed for. A Risk Assessment allows Exodus to: 

 •   Identify risks in a systematic way

 • Confirm existing control measures and add new ones if needed.

 • Make judgements on acceptable risks

On an annual basis, before the start of each new year of operation, Exodus requires local partners to review 

every Risk Assessment and check the systems they have in place to ensure that all the control measures are 

understood and used on a systematic basis by leaders and staff

Leaders play an important role in ensuring Exodus trips are run safely and with minimum risk to customers and 

staff. The Exodus Leader Handbook (section 4) provides an explanation of leader responsibilities. In summary, 

these are as follows:

 •  To comply with Exodus’ Health and Safety Standards

 •  To be responsible for appropriate decision making

 •  To brief customers on risks and appropriate control measures

 •  To report Health and Safety concerns

Exodus requires local operators to use appropriate care when choosing all services. This means ensuring that 

the suppliers of those services are operating legally, comply with local best practice, and are financially sound. 

Some services, such as high risk activities (see below), should comply with internationally recognised best 

practice, rather than local best practice. 

Exodus will audit services as appropriate. Audits may be carried out on certain high risk or high volume services. 

If Exodus requires a local partner to audit a service, the appropriate form will be provided along with a full 

explanation of its use. 

3.3 Customer Health and Safety
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https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Exodus_Supplier_Agreement_1_year_2017.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Exodus_Minimum_Standards_for_Client_Health_and_Safety_2016.pdf
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3.3.6
High risk or 
hazardous 

activities

Exodus will sometimes provide customers the opportunity to take part in adventurous or high risk  

activities. These may be included in the itinerary, or be available as optional activities during customers’ free time. 

Exodus requires local partners to take extra care in the sourcing of these activities. Such extra measures should 

include:

 •  Ensuring the staff member evaluating the activity has a good understanding of the key safety measures for 

that activity, and of what is internationally recognised best practice

 •  Ensuring that the adequate research is undertaken about the history and background of the activity in that 

specific location, including incident history, key risks and safety issues, and local best practice

 •  Ensuring that adequate research is undertaken about the history and background of the proposed supplier, 

including key staff or owners, incident history, and licences and references from appropriate organisations

Exodus can provide further assistance in a number of areas, including providing appropriate ‘Preferred Codes of 

Practice’ (PCoP) documents and checklists for the most common activities. Please contact OQ@exodus.co.uk.
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4  EXODUS RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR 
LOCAL PARTNERS

4.1 Contractual requirements

Exodus’ relationship with our customers is defined by our booking conditions, which must comply with the 

European Package Travel Regulations (1992) and the ABTA (Association of British Travel Agents) Code of Conduct. 

Exodus’ legal relationship with our local partners is defined by the Supplier Contract (3rd party suppliers) or by the 

Service Level Agreement (sister companies). Most parts follow standard contractual agreements between tour 

operators and overseas partners, however there are a number of key points to highlight. 

 •  Comply with all local laws. All Exodus partners are required to be compliant will all the laws of the 

country of operation. This includes holding all applicable licences for the type of business and services 

offered. 

 •  Accept liability for your services and those of your subcontractors. As a supplier of services 

to Exodus, including those bought in from a subcontractor, our partners are liable for all elements of the 

package of services provided to Exodus. There is therefore an obligation on contracted Exodus partners 

to take every care in choosing their staff, agents and subcontractors to ensure the service is provided as 

described and in a safe and reliable way. By providing any service, Exodus partners take full responsibility for 

its proper performance. 

 •  Hold Public Liability Insurance. If an Exodus partner or one of its subcontractors, were to be negligent in  

a way that caused injury to a client, Exodus would hold the partner liable for any associated costs or claims. 

To cover this risk, all Exodus partners are required to hold appropriate insurance cover, generally referred to 

as Public Liability Insurance. Partners who fail to hold such cover do so on the understanding that Exodus or 

our insurers would be obliged to claim all costs directly from the partner company in the event of a successful 

customer claim.

 •  Liability waivers or disclaimers. Our customers’ overriding contract is with Exodus, therefore Exodus 

partners should not ask customers to sign any local waiver, except for separately purchased activities. Where 

a partner is obliged to collect a waiver (perhaps to guarantee insurance cover), Exodus must be made aware 

so we can explain this to our clients via the Trip Notes before they book.

 •  Working with Exodus’ competitors. Exodus aims to offer unique and exciting itineraries and to always 

remain ahead of, or differentiated from, our competitors. As such, Exodus requires all local partners to 

accept some limitations regarding which other tour operators they can work with. Exodus asks that partners 

declare all their existing relationships at the time of entering into a contract, and declare any intention to 

work with any other UK based or English language tour operators beforehand. A decision to proceed without 

informing Exodus may damage or terminate the relationship.
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Significant sales effort
Exodus has a significant marketing and promotional budget that is focused on generating as many enquiries and 

bookings for Exodus as possible. Normal channels include agency training, broad ‘brand’ marketing, programme-

specific marketing and promotions.

Sometimes Exodus target marketing efforts for specific destinations or activities, but often the approach is to 

promote the company as a whole and let the customers choose the most appropriate trip for themselves from 

our range of around 500 itineraries.

Payment in good time

Exodus is happy to pay local partners up to 4 weeks in advance, as long as normal criteria are met, and there are 

no exceptional circumstances. Invoices, once received, are generally turned around within  10 working days.

Feedback on customer satisfaction

Exodus will provide regular feedback of customer satisfaction. Normally all correspondance will be forwarded 

immediately in the form of HEF reports, complaints, or other customer contact.

Support if things go wrong

Exodus works very closely with overseas partners to ensure that all unexpected events are dealt with in a way that 

minimises the negative impact to the customers, to Exodus and the local partner. This kind of support can fall in to 

3 broad categories:

On trip issues: Exodus encourages local partners to resolve minor issues as they are raised, and inform Exodus 

at the same time. Exodus will offer any advice and support as required. 

Operational and logistical problems: Exodus should be consulted regarding operational decisions that 

affect the running of any itinerary. Often Exodus takes advice on the best course of action from local partners who 

have the best knowledge about options available. 

Incident and Crisis Management: Exodus provides partners with a dedicated contact (including outside office 

hours) to handle any ongoing incidents. In a crisis situation, Exodus will set up a crisis management team and will 

remain in constant contact with all relevant overseas parties 

A long-term approach to cooperation

Exodus believes in long-term cooperation with our local partners. As such Exodus will always work with our local 

partners to find solutions to any problems that may arise in the relationship. While Exodus will usually require 

remedial action or implementation of new control measures to prevent problems recurring, Exodus will end long 

term cooperation only where there is a obvious inability or unwillingness to solve them.
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4.3 Dealing with different teams

The Exodus Product team is responsible for product planning, supplier negotiation and descriptive content on the 

website, in brochures and in trip notes.

 •  Trip planning involves scheduling trip departure dates up to 18 months in advance. Where possible partners 

will be asked to give confirmed prices for the full range of dates. Where quotes are not given in the local 

or operating currency, exchange rates used should be shown in the quote, so significant fluctuations in 

exchange rates can be discussed if needed. 

 •  Brochure, website and Trip Notes copy is created with full input and review from Exodus’ local partners.

 •  Capacity management is the process by which Exodus plans and manages the capacity on sale at any 

time to ensure our trips run at an overall percentage ‘fill-rate’ that matches our targets. This often involves 

closing or cancelling some trips with low predicted sales, based on current trends. Decisions to confirm, close 

or cancel trips are often made quite far in advance to avoid cancelling trips at a later date, when customers 

may have booked. Decisions are also often based on current flight availability, which has a great effect on UK 

based bookings. Exodus always deal with this process with open dialogue and two way communication. 

 •  The product team also play the key role in the quality management of our holidays. They will regularly review 

all feedback and work closely with local partners and the operation quality and customer service team to 

ensure each trip meets customer satisfaction targets. 

The Customer Operations team has responsibility for post-sales/pre-travel services within Exodus. A Customer 

Operations Executive within the team will have responsibility for all trips and suppliers in a particular region or country, 

and will be the main point of contact for all overseas partners for booking and customer information pre-travel, 

including:

 • Booking updates for all planned tours throughout the year

 • Managing room allocations and late bookings after room allocations are released

 • Single room and extra accommodation requests from customers

 • Dietary and special requests from customers

 • Rooming Lists or Tour Manifests

Exodus expects local partners to give a response or acknowledgement to any Customer Operations request within 

24 hours from Monday to Friday. 

The Operational Quality team is responsible for:

 •  Ensuring new operators have received and understood all standards, policies and processes to successfully run 

an Exodus trip.

 • The creation, implementation and auditing of safety standards and processes across all Exodus holidays.

 • Setting standards, training and monitoring of all Exodus leaders around the world  

The Customer Services team is responsible for: 

 • Complaints handling before, during and predominantly after the holiday

 • Incident Management following an accident, injury or illness overseas

 • Assisting partners in managing on trip issues 

4.3.1 
Product

4.3.3 
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Quality and 

Customer 
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4.3.2 
Customer 

Operations
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Invoices and payment are dealt with by our Operational Finance team. Overseas partners should note the general 

procedure (exceptions may occasionally apply) as shown below: 

 •  Proforma invoices can be sent 5 weeks before departure and payment can be made up to 4 weeks 

before departure 

 •  Final invoices can be sent after the tour has departed

 •  Full bank details should be included on all invoices, ie. IBAN and SWIFT CODES. 

 •  Allow 10 working days for payment.

 •  All payments are made online as same day payments, as such there are no receipts, but partners will be 

informed when a payment has been made

 •  Exodus pays any fees from our own bank, but any fees charged by the recipients bank cannot be claimed 

from Exodus

 Contact details are: opfinance@exodus.co.uk

4.3 Dealing with different teams

mailto:opfi%20nance%40exodus.co.uk?subject=
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5 WHEN THINGS DON’T GO TO PLAN
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Where the security situation in a country or region changes, Exodus will always base actions on the advice of the 

British Government’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO). As such, should any local partner be aware of  

a specific security risk, Exodus requires all our partners to monitor this advice carefully at www.fco.gov.uk. 

Beyond this, Exodus also requires all local partners to solicit security advice from the police and any other 

relevant local authorities.

Should the situation be changing rapidly and Exodus groups are in-country or due to arrive imminently, Exodus 

expects local partners to offer regular updates (at least daily) and to have an appropriate member of staff on 

duty at all times. 

Delays or disruption to pre-arranged itineraries can happen for a variety of reasons, including industrial action, 

adverse weather conditions or damage to infrastructure etc. 

Our joint obligation is to ensure that we deliver the original itinerary at no extra cost to our customer. While we 

will always endeavour to minimise delays, any decision to rearrange travel at extra cost to Exodus will be made at 

Exodus’ discretion. Exodus and our local partners should agree appropriate actions on a case by case basis, but 

the general principles employed are illustrated below:  

 •  Where normal land (road or train) travel is delayed, alternative land routes should be found. If no land 

alternative is available, an alternative route may be suggested, or Exodus may consider using more expensive 

internal flights to avoid missing key parts of an itinerary or international flights. Any customers wishing to 

make their own arrangements before those made by Exodus do so at their own cost and risk.

 •  If a key highlight of the trip is no longer possible, replacement itineraries or activities should be offered, 

where possible of the same value of the missed visit or activity. No refund should be suggested or offered for 

missed parts of any itinerary. 

 •  Where either a delay or omission becomes a regular occurrence, Exodus expects local partners to have 

appropriate plans in place, make changes or allow for this in the cost of the services. 

 •  Exodus requires local partners to inform us of any significant delays or missed parts of an itinerary as  

a matter of course.

Outbound flight delays

Unfortunately flight delays are not uncommon and are beyond Exodus’ control. Whilst it is rare that Exodus can 

do anything to deliver our clients to their destination more speedily, it is very important that Exodus and our local 

partners manage the parts of the service we can control excellently. 

If Exodus are informed of a flight delay, in most cases it is by the delayed customers contacting Exodus (or our 

out-of-hours service) and this may or may not include a rescheduled arrival time. In all circumstances, customers 

are asked to give new flight times once they are confirmed to ensure they are met at the airport. Exodus will 

always pass on new arrival details to local partners where we have been informed. 

Where customers are severely delayed Exodus requires the local partner to:

 •  Rearrange airport transfers so any delayed customers are met by an appropriate member of staff who 

understands the delay and the onward logistics

 •  Apologise to the delayed customers on behalf of Exodus and explain the plans to catch up with the itinerary 

and/or rest of the group 

 •  Ensure that those customers who are liable for the cost of the ‘catch-up’ services are informed of the cost, 

and to take payment locally (see below)

The cost of any extra services should be charged as follows:

Flight Inclusive customers. Where the group flight is delayed, Exodus will cover any extra costs to transfer 

customers to the first hotel or for them to catch up to the itinerary. Where a non-group flight is delayed, if a private 

transfer has been booked, Exodus will cover any extra costs to transfer customers to the first hotel or for them to 
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catch up to the itinerary. Where a non-group flight is delayed, if a private transfer has not been booked, the client 

should cover any costs of the transfer to the hotel, but if they have to catch up to the itinerary, Exodus will cover 

any extra costs. 

Land Only customer. In all cases, Land Only customers cover any cost related to catching up to the itinerary, but 

these arrangements should be made by the local partners. 

Customer no shows

If a customer fails to appear at the agreed joining point, the Tour Leader and local partner are expected to make 

significant effort in order to locate that group member. Exodus should be informed of the ‘no show’ as a matter of 

course within 12 hours of their missed arrival. 

Homeward flight delay

For Flight Inclusive customers, Exodus is liable for returning the customers to their starting airport and at no 

extra cost to them. In almost all cases, the airline will assume the responsibility for these onward arrangements, 

however this cannot always be guaranteed, therefore Exodus requires all local partners to take appropriate 

actions to help Exodus deliver the full package as booked by the customer. These actions normally include:

 •  Before the day of departure, check with the airline that the flight time has not changed and is as shown on 

the tour manifest and the customers’ documentation 

 •  Ensure the tour leader or airport transfer representative sees that the customers are properly checked-in and 

that local contact details are given should there be a serious delay or problem after check-in 

 •  Where a delay or cancellation occurs, ensure that the airline delivers the expected accommodation and food 

requirements, and that they re-book customers on the next available flight 

 • Contact Exodus to inform us of the delay 

 •  Exodus expects all Tour Leaders to have the appropriate skills to deal with most issues that may arise on a 

trip and general guidelines for leaders are included in the Leader Handbook.

 •  Where an issue cannot be adequately solved, leaders are expected to escalate the problem and seek 

advice from their management or Exodus as applicable. Such issues might include serious on trip customer 

complaints, customers causing difficulties within a group, customers unable to complete the itinerary or 

customers choosing to leave a trip early due to dissatisfaction.

  •  The Exodus Leader Handbook lays out the normal course of action when customers need to separate from 

the care of the leader. 

5.1 Common problems 
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 •  In the event of a serious incident the number one priority for Exodus and its local partners must be the 

wellbeing of customers and staff affected until they have managed to return safely home.

 •  On occasions it may also be important to take steps to protect Exodus or our partners from legal action or 

reputational damage.

 •  Exodus categorises incident severity with a colour code: Green, Yellow, Orange and Red. Explanations and 

examples of each category are shown in the Exodus Incident Management Reference Card (IMRC)

 •  The IMRC provides leaders and office staff with a short description of their roles and actions in the event of 

any incident.

  Supporting Documents Incident Management Reference Card

 •  Exodus requires partners to complete the Local Emergency Contacts side of the IMRC, to ensure it is carried 

by all leaders and that it is easily accessible to key office staff or duty managers. 

 •  Exodus expects all local partners to include incident management in their office staff and tour leader 

training sessions. If possible this should also include a ‘dry-run’ or ‘simulation’ of a possible incident type 

commonly encountered on trips operated for Exodus.

 •  Exodus requires all local partners to ensure that when an incident occurs, key senior members of staff deal 

with the incident and that an appropriate member of staff remains on call on a 24-hour basis to manage 

the incident as it develops.

 •  Exodus requires all local partners to report incidents to Exodus according to the process laid out in Incident 

Management Reference Card.

https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Incident_Management_Reference_Card.pdf
https://www.exodus.co.uk/assets/operators_docs/Incident_Management_Reference_Card.pdf
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REQUIREMENTS AND 
EXPECTATIONS CHECKLIST

1 About Exodus

1.1.6 Responsible Tourism

Exodus expects that the design and delivery of trips should align with these guiding principles of Responsible Tourism

2 Delivering the right product

2.1.1 Well priced and attractive itineraries

Exodus requires all partners to price their services which guarantees quality, whilst enabling Exodus to obtain attractive selling price

Exodus expects its partners to understand the nature of the market we are selling in, and to help us provide itineraries that are 
more attractive than those of our competitors wherever possible in terms of both price & content

2.1.2 Well planned and finely-tuned itineraries

Exodus requires all holidays to be thoroughly planned, tested and fine-tuned

New trips. Exodus requires new itineraries to be tested or evaluated by an appropriately skilled manager or leader before operation

2.1.3 Service Innovation and Upgrades

Exodus expects its local partners to consider and propose innovative options wherever they see opportunities

2.1.4 Accurate customer information

Exodus local partners are required to:

 •  Provide Exodus with clear information regarding the itinerary, inclusions and services and where possible, with well written 
descriptions for use in the Trip Notes

 • Check all information shown in the brochure, website and Trip Notes and confirm they are accurate prior to publication

 • Advise Exodus of any changes, amendments or updates during the year

 • Ensure that Tour Leaders carry the Trip Notes and follow the itinerary shown during the trip

Exodus expects our local partners to request Trip Notes to proof prior to publication order to check their accuracy

2.1.5 Operational Branding

Exodus expects all local partners to follow the Exodus Overseas Branding Guidelines

2.1.6 Responsible Travel in Action

Exodus expects all local operators to ensure that there are practical demonstrations (at least one) of Responsible Tourism in action 
on each trip

Leader Briefing - Exodus expects these key operational principles to be discussed in the initial Leader briefing to ensure that clients 
learn about the importance of Responsible Tourism to Exodus.

2.2. Specific product requirements

2.2.1 Accommodation 

Location - Exodus expects accommodation to be within walking distance (or a short taxi ride) or areas of interest

Premium Accommodation - On these trips Exodus expects the accommodation to: enhance the customer experience; a good 
level of comfort and service (normally minimum of 4 star); have significant character (i.e. avoiding large business or chain hotels) 
and that it represents good value for money. 

Room Allocations - Exodus expects local partners to hold an appropriate allocation of rooms for all planned dates

Confirming change of accommodation arrangements - Exodus expects to be notified about any changes at least 6 weeks in 
advance of travel or 8 weeks when accommodation is named in the brochure or Trip Notes as a selling point, along with a valid 
reason for the change

2.2.2 Transport 

Exodus requires appropriate standards to be maintained and compliant to Exodus Minimum Standards for Client Health and 
Safety document discussed in section 3.3.1 p.14

2.2.3 Food

Exodus requires that:

 • Individual dietary requirements are catered for
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 • The choice of menu is interesting, local, varied and nutritional

 •  Food is prepared with good hygiene standards and that where concerns of poor hygiene are raised, action is taken

The requirement applies to:

 •  Food provided as part of the trip, either prepared by local operator staff (on camping trips) or included meals organised by the 

local operator

 • Meals not included, but where the venue is chosen by the local operator or leader

2.2.5 Joining Processes

Exodus requires local partners or the Tour Leader to provide written information at the Local Joining Point advising customers 
where and when to join the main party

2.2.6 Activity specific product requirements

Exodus requires local partners to refer to and follow the relevant documents and policies when operating Exodus Holidays

3 Organisational Requirements

3.1 Quality Control Systems

Exodus requires local partners to have a nominated process or person responsible for quality control on Exodus trips

3.1.1 Gathering Leader Feedback

Exodus requires each supplier to have a system of gathering leader feedback from every trip, giving the leader an opportunity to 
report problems, suggest improvements, or to report Health and Safety issues

3.1.3 Exodus Holiday Evaluation Form

Exodus requires all Tour Leaders to explain the importance of the Holiday Evaluation Form procedure in their end of trip briefing 
and to hand out a HEF Reminder Card to each customer

3.1.4 Customer Complaint Handling

Exodus requires full, careful and timely cooperation from local partners and where required, actions to be taken to avoid further 
occurrence of similar complaints

3.1.5 Customer Web reviews / trip report forms

Exodus expects all Tour Leaders to actively encourage customers to complete a web review

3.2 Tour Leaders

3.2.1 Exodus expectations of Tour Leaders

Online Leader Induction Module - Exodus requires all Tour Leaders to complete the online Leader Induction Module before 
leading their first Exodus trip.

Leader Paperwork – Exodus requires all leaders to use Standard Leader Paperwork

3.2.2 Leader skills and training

Minimum skills requirements for all leaders - All Exodus leaders are required to have the following skills and training before they 
begin leading for Exodus:

 • An excellent command of English

 • Appropriate professional qualifications to be employed as a leader or guide where applicable

 • First aid training according to the Exodus First Aid Policy

New leader training - Exodus requires local partners to have a standard training programme for new leaders, which should 
include:

 • Completion of the Exodus Online Leader Induction Module

 • At least one full training trip, shadowing an experienced leader

 • Office based briefings or training according to a set schedule 

 • Detailed review after 1st and 2nd trips as sole leader, with approval systems for ongoing management of leader performance

Existing Leader Training - Exodus expects local partners to run annual training sessions where new procedures are discussed, or 
areas of weakness are addressed.

3.2.3 Leader Choice

Exodus requires local partners to have a clear understanding of different product requirements (e.g. specialist Family, Wildlife or 
Trekking trips) and to schedule the appropriate leaders for every trip
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Exodus expects local partners with more than five full time leaders to propose and agree a small pool of Exodus leaders to (as far as 
possible) run all Exodus trips

3.2.4 Leader Paperwork

Exodus has produced a standard set of leader paperwork and requires all leaders to use this on all trips

3.2.5 Leader Performance Management

Exodus expects local partners to have a leader performance management method based on customer feedback

Exodus expects local partners to actively use the feedback to maintain high levels of customer satisfaction with their leaders.

Exodus may require local operators to remove certain leaders from future Exodus work where they have fallen below Exodus 
expectations

3.3 Customer Health and Safety

3.3.1 Exodus Minimum Standards
Exodus requires our local partners to comply with Exodus Minimum Standards for Client Health and Safety

3.3.2 Management of Health and Safety within your organisation

Exodus requires a named member of staff to be in charge of Customer Health and Safety within our local partners, who has  
a clear understanding of their role and all appropriate procedures

3.3.3 Trip Risk Assessments

On an annual basis, Exodus requires local partners to review every Risk Assessment and check the systems they have in place to 
ensure that all the control measures are understood and used on a systematic basis by leaders and staff

3.3.5 Auditing of services used on your trip

Exodus requires local operators to use appropriate care when choosing all services

If Exodus requires a local partner to audit a service, the appropriate form will be provided along with a full explanation of its use.

3.3.6 High Risk or hazardous activities

Exodus requires local partners to take extra care in the sourcing of these activities

4 Exodus relationship with our local partner

4.1 Contractual requirements

Comply with all local laws - Exodus partners are required to be compliant will all the laws of the country of operation. 

Hold Public Liability Insurance - All Exodus partners are required to hold appropriate insurance cover, generally referred to as Public 
Liability Insurance

Working with Exodus’ competitors - Exodus requires all local partners to accept some limitations regarding which other tour 
operators they can work with

4.3.2 Customer Operations Team

Exodus expects local partners to give a response or acknowledgement to any Customer Operations request within 24 hours from 
Monday to Friday

5 When things don’t go to plan

5.1 Common Problems

5.1.1 Logistical issues

Exodus requires all our partners to monitor this advice carefully at www.fco.gov.uk. Beyond this, Exodus also requires all local 
partners to solicit security advice from the police and any other relevant local authorities

Exodus expects local partners to offer regular updates (at least daily) and to have an appropriate member of staff on duty at all times

5.1.2 On trip disruptions 

Exodus expects local partners to have appropriate plans in place, and to allow for this in the cost of the services

Exodus requires local partners to inform us of any significant delays or missed parts of an itinerary as a matter of course.

5.1.3 International Flight Problems

Where customers are severely delayed Exodus requires the local partner to do the following:

 •  Rearrange airport transfers so any delayed customers are met by an appropriate member of staff who understands the delay 
and the onward logistics
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 •  For the member of staff to apologise to the delayed customers on behalf of Exodus and explain the plans to catch up with the 
itinerary and/or rest of the group

 •  Ensure that those customers who are liable for the cost of the ‘catch-up’ services are informed of the cost, and to take 
payment locally

Homeward flight delay - For Flight Inclusive customers, Exodus is liable for returning the customers to their starting airport and at 

no extra cost to the them Exodus requires all local partners to take appropriate actions to help Exodus deliver the full package as 
booked by the customer

5.1.4 Client Issues

Exodus expects all Tour Leaders to have the appropriate skills to deal with most issues that may arise on a trip and general 
guidelines for leaders are included in the Leader Handbook.

Leaders are expected to escalate particular problems to seek advice from their management or Exodus as applicable.

5.2.2 Planning

Exodus requires partners to complete the Local Emergency Contacts side of the IMRC, to ensure it is carried by all leaders and that 
it is easily accessible to key office staff or duty managers.

Exodus expects all local partners to include incident management in their office staff and tour leader training sessions. 

5.2.3 Managing and reporting

Exodus requires all local partners to ensure that when an incident occurs, key senior members of staff deal with the incident and 
that they (or other appropriate members of staff) remain on call on a 24-hour basis to manage the incident as it develops.

Exodus requires all local partners to report incidents to Exodus according to the process laid out in Incident Management Reference 
Card.
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